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1. Chair Bands for Kids with 

Sensory Needs:  

• GNAWRISHING fidget 

bands are designed to increase 

focus and attention while letting 

kids move when they are 

studying or eating, perfect and 

cheap alternative classroom and 

home seating solution for your 

students and kids with fidget feet 

• Easy to Install and 

Remove. ZERO cumbersome 

materials and components, three 

pieces flexible latex chair band 

are perfect suitable for different 

kinds of chair, desk and so on. One person is enough for installing, 

have try to let your kids install it by themselves and improve their 

DIY skill at the same time. 

•  [100% Non-toxic Material] : Our products are made by 100% natural 

non-toxic latex which import from Thailand and manufactured by 

professional factories, make it extra elastic version chair bands to 

prevent broken by stepping or pulling, easy to help fidgeting students 

and kids with self-regulation and provide flexible alternative seating 

in classrooms and home. 

 

 

How does it work? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gpsZ2e3Ustk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gpsZ2e3Ustk


 

 

2. Got It! By Learning Resources:  

This device features a 2-faced 

monster character, which pits 

players against each other for head-

to-head play with twice the speed 

and skill challenge. It offers solo 

game play option if desired. It 

includes reading and math games 

with bonus rounds for high scores, 

motivating kids to succeed. Got It! 

provides immediate feedback 

through fun graphics and sound 

effects, and also allows for quiet 

play with adjustable volume control 

and 2 headphone jacks.  

 

How does it work? ** Instruction Manual included** 

 

 

3. Stay-N-Play Flexible Seating (Balance Ball) by Gaiam:  
 

• PERFECT SEAT FOR ACTIVE 

KIDS: Stay-N-Play Balance Ball provides a 

flexible seat for high energy and active kids 

and includes 5 soft stabilizing legs assuring 

the ball stays in place when not in use 

• PROMOTES HEALTHY POSTURE 

AND MIND: Encourages kids to learn, 

adopt and practice a healthy posture while 

building core strength from active sitting 

and play in the classroom and at home while 

studying or reading and during movie time 

or watching TV 

• IMPROVES FOCUS AND 

CONCENTRATION: Ball movements 

increase blood flow to the brain, helping to improve concentration and 

increase focus, reduce restlessness, and prevent boredom and 

distractions in class by keeping the body active and the mind engaged 



 

 

• GET THE WIGGLES OUT: Alternative seating option for kids in 

Elementary grade school classrooms providing an outlet for excess 

energy and to reduce fidgeting as well as at home as a fun and active 

way to get the "wiggles out". 

SUGGESTED USER HEIGHTS: 

• 45cm is best for children ages 5-8 or 45” - 50” tall. 

• 52cm is best for children ages 8-12 or 51” - 56” tall. 

INFLATION INSTRUCTIONS: 

• Allow ball to reach room temperature before inflating. 

• Inflate ball and insert plug into hole. 

• Ball may not inflate to 100% of size on initial inflation. 

• Wait 24 hours. 

• Deflate 50% and inflate again to 45 or 52cm. 

How does it work? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dHQ-c0Sa6E  

4. Stretchy String Fidget by Impresa:  

• Whether in 

search of a new fidget 

toy or tactile / sensory 

toy, our Monkey 

Noodles are perfect. 

Stretch, pull, twirl, wrap 

and squeeze them - then 

watch them bounce 

back to their original 

shape! They're perfect 

for sensory and tactile 

stimulation 

• Made with High-

Quality Custom Formulated Materials, they are hypoallergenic, 

nontoxic, and free of BPAs, phthalates and latex. Our stretchy strings 

are strong, durable and safe for kids and adults alike 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dHQ-c0Sa6E


 

 

• Perfect for the Classroom, Home or Office, they're great for parents, 

teachers, students, therapists and anyone else. 5-pack, COLORS MAY 

VARY. Each unit is 12 inches long and stretches up to 8 feet! 

• Fidget and Sensory Toys are great for all children and adults, but 

especially those with ADD/ADHD, OCD, autism, or high anxiety 

levels. These toys help promote a sense of calm, reduce stress / 

anxiety and can increase focus / attention 

• Suitable for Ages 3+. Great addition to a collection of fidget 

toys/items, including squishy balls, tangle toys, rings, jewelry, 

necklaces, twiddle toys, and pencil toppers. Note: Do not wrap around 

neck or use to restrict blood flow. 

How does it work? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXcPpdLSvxI 

5. Wiggle Seat Big Sensory Cushion (for kids age 6-18) by Bouncyband:  

• INCREASE FOCUS - 

Specifically designed to help 

young kids stay focused and on 

task while sitting - the seat gives 

them an outlet for excess energy 

in the classroom and during meals 

• ACTIVE LEARNING - 

Allow pre-school and young 

elementary students to quietly 

move while working, enabling 

them to stay on task and be more 

productive 

• CALMING INFLUENCE - 

Flexible child size nubs on one 

side and smaller bumps on the other give a choice for just the right 

amount of tactile stimulation 

• IMPROVES POSTURE - 13" Ergonomic disc causes the body to 

stabilize itself improving core strength and posture 

• CUSTOMIZE FIRMNESS - Comes inflated and includes and easy-

inflation pump to contour exactly to each child's needs 

How does it work?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJIE2Qwgo0Y 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXcPpdLSvxI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJIE2Qwgo0Y


 

 

6. Woojer: Silent, Wearable Woofer by Woojer Ltd.:  

Woojer is a matchbox-sized, 

wearable device that accurately 

reproduces bass frequencies and 

delivers the emotional tactile 

sensation directly to your body. 

When wearing Woojer you, literally, 

FEEL the sound of your favorite 

music & games. Woojer clips to 

your clothing and provides up to 

four hours of immersive audio. 

Compatible with standard 3.5mm 

jacks, Woojer connects with all 

standard headsets and audio sources. 

Simply plug and play.  

How does it work? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdUHjc8U1DE  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdUHjc8U1DE

